PRESS RELEASE

InfrasoftTech positioned in Chartis Credit Risk Solution Quadrant


InfrasoftTech placed in the Enterprise Solution category for banking book operations

Mumbai, India, Sept. 12, 2018 - InfrasoftTech, a leading digital solution provider for the Banking and
Financial sector, has been recognized by independent research firm Chartis in its report “Technology
Solutions for Credit Risk 2.0”. The report positions vendors for both banking and trading book operations,
assessing the functionality of their risk-management technology platforms.
As the technology landscape is evolving, risk responsibilities have intensified at financial services
companies. Companies worldwide are focusing more towards risk management technology as it focuses
not only on security and safety but also on country-specific compliance laws.
“We are honoured to be recognized by Chartis for our strong enterprise capabilities and risk management
solutions”, says Rajesh Mirjankar, Managing Director & CEO at InfrasoftTech. “Our cognitive RiskTech
solutions powered by AI and RPA technologies enable firms to assess insights and manage risk
exposures in real-time helping them to make smarter business decisions.”
Chartis’ Credit Risk 2.0 report is a key tool for gaining insights into the leading RiskTech vendors in the
market. “We evaluate vendors worldwide on their RiskTech capabilities and market potential,” said Rob
Stubbs, Head of Research at Chartis. “InfrasoftTech’s rating in our Credit Risk report reflects its
investment in risk technology innovation and its focus on market needs”.
InfrasoftTech RiskTech solution suites are powered with AI and RPA technology and leverage cognitive
computing to accelerate and enhance risk and fraud assessment for banks, insurance firms and NBFCs.
Our solutions suite includes:
 OMNIEnterprise Anti-Money Laundering Solution
 OMNIEnterprise Anti-Fraud Solution
 FATCA Reporting Service
 Governance, Risk & Compliance (GRC) Solution
For more information, please visit www.infrasofttech.com or write to us at marketing@infrasofttech.com

ABOUT INFRASOFTTECH
InfrasoftTech is a leading digital solutions provider for the banking and financial sector. With our experience of
providing financial solutions to 450+ global financial enterprises across 48 countries, we transform businesses by
enabling them with our OMNIEnterprise RiskTech suite of solutions to accelerate and enhance their financial crime
surveillance and entity diligence processes. These comprehensive suites of solutions use cognitive computing,
artificial intelligence & machine learning, identity intelligence and other advanced analytics to manage regulatory
changes, anti-money laundering, enhanced due diligence for customers (EDD), risk reporting, anti-fraud and tax
compliance reporting for financial services firms including banks, intermediaries, insurance firms and NBFCs.
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We help financial enterprises through their digital journey with our advanced banking solutions suite, like Digital
Payments, Mobile Payments, Core Banking Solution, Compliance Solution etc. Our domain-based solutions driven
by AI & Deep learning, RPA technology, AI Bots and Big Data Analytics drive higher efficiency and smarter business
decisions.

InfrasoftTech enables financial enterprises with new-age solutions to create seamless experiences across business
functions and reduce customer friction. To know more about our products and solutions visit infrasofttech.com
ABOUT CHARTIS RESEARCH
Chartis Research is the leading provider of research and analysis on the global market for risk technology. It is part
of Infopro Digital, which owns market-leading brands such as Risk and WatersTechnology. Chartis’ goal is to
support enterprises as they drive business performance through improved risk management, corporate governance
and compliance, and to help clients make informed technology and business decisions by providing in-depth
analysis and actionable advice on virtually all aspects of risk technology.
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